Chronic short sleep or extended wake periods are commonly observed in most industrialized countries. Previously neurobehavioral impairment following sleep loss was considered to be a readily reversible occurrence, normalized upon recovery sleep. Recent clinical studies suggest that chronic short sleep and sleep disruption may be risk factors for neurodegeneration. Animal models have been instrumental in determining whether disturbed sleep can injure the brain. We now understand that repeated periods of extended wakefulness across the typical sleep period and/or sleep fragmentation can have lasting effects on neurogenesis and select populations of neurons and glia. Here we provide a comprehensive overview of the advancements made using animal models of sleep loss to understand the extent and mechanisms of chronic short sleep induced neural injury.
Introduction
With chronic short sleep in humans defined as obtaining less than 7 h of sleep per 24 h period, approximately one third of individuals in most industrialized countries report chronic short sleep (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, n.d.; Eaton et al., 2010; Khubchandani & Price, 2019) . Notably, the percentage of individuals reporting short sleep has increased over the past few decades (Hisler, Muranovic, & Krizan, 2019; Knutson, Van Cauter, Rathouz, DeLeire, & Lauderdale, 2010; Norell-Clarke & Hagquist, 2017) . In addition to chronic short sleep, common disorders and conditions, for example obstructive sleep apnea and chronic pain, may result in significant disruption of sleep despite a normal sleep time. While the immediate neurobehavioral consequences of short-term sleep loss have been well-described and are considered reversible in humans, much less is known of the consequences of chronic short sleep and sleep disruption on brain function.
Epidemiologic studies in humans suggest that sleep disruption and chronic short sleep may be risk factors for neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer's disease (AD), the most common neurodegenerative disorder (D. W. Kang, Lee, & Lim, 2017; Lutsey et al., 2018; Pase et al., 2017) . However, there are substantial challenges in critically testing whether chronic short sleep in humans results in neurodegeneration. Specifically, the reported poor sleep in individuals with AD and even early AD may be a consequence of AD related neural injury rather commutes, families, and illnesses, and presently, we do not know when across the lifespan sleep disruption is most likely to impart neural injury. In light of the high prevalence of sleep disorders worldwide and increasing prevalence of AD and other neurodegenerative processes, it is imperative to understand what is and is not known regarding the role of sleep disruption and neural injury and neurodegeneration and then critically test unknown effects of sleep loss on brain health in animal models. At the same time, it is important to understand the limitations and confounds of various animal models and the sleep disruption paradigms used and how with respect to neurodegeneration animal models differ. The purpose of this review is to provide a comprehensive examination of the effects of sleep loss and sleep disruption on the different facets of neural injury and neurodegeneration in animal models.
Paradigms for sleep loss in animal models vary widely, yet are important to understand as these variations may impact neural injury findings. Here we have grouped sleep loss into three exposure durations: acute (<24 h), intermediate (1-4 days) and chronic (>4 days). Protocols using acute and intermediate durations typically implement either total or rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep deprivation, while chronic sleep loss has been performed as REM sleep deprivation and as chronic short sleep, where wakefulness is enforced for 6-8 h of the sleep-predominant period or in extreme paradigms for up to 20 h per 24 h period. Modes of sleep disruption vary from rotating drums, discs over water, running wheels or treadmills that force the animal to move summarize effects of sleep loss on neuronal counts and volumes of specific brain regions. Other aspects of neural injury that are observed in sleep loss and in neurodegeneration will also be described, including markers of neural injury and death, neuroinflammation, changes in myelin and protein aggregation. Overall, increasing durations of sleep loss lead to cumulative brain injury, and while early injury may be reversible chronic sleep loss leads to irreversible neurodegeneration (Figure 1 ).
Regional volume and neuron loss
In human studies, brain imaging techniques allow regional brain volume to be assessed as a proxy in vivo for cell loss and therefore neurodegeneration. In animal models the best way to determine the volume of a brain region or accurately estimate the number of cells is via stereological analysis (West & Gundersen, 1990) .
Brain volume changes have been estimated after chronic sleep deprivation using the multiple platform method and the rotating drum apparatus (Novati, Hulshof, Koolhaas, Lucassen, & Meerlo, 2011) . The authors reports that chronic sleep restriction for 3 or 4 weeks in rats resulted in decreased volume of two brainstem respiratory nuclei (nucleus of the solitary tract and the parabrachial nucleus) , in addition to medial prefrontal cortex , and the hippocampus (both dorsal and CA2/CA3 pyramidal cell layers) (Novati et al., 2011) . In a separate study, volume loss was observed for hippocampal regions, CA1 and the dentate gyrus . Volume reductions in the medial prefrontal cortex were examined after a 3-4 week recovery period , indicating that at least in J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f Journal Pre-proof this region the effect of sleep restriction does not fully reverse. The other brain regions were examined within a few days of sleep loss; so it is unclear whether the volume losses observed represent permanent or readily reversible changes. Of note the methodologies for volume and cell count measurements are not provided in great detail to understand the robustness of the findings.
Cell loss has also been found in a number of regions after sleep disruption. As little as three days of sleep restriction via exploratory wakefulness for 8 h/day plus 4 days of recovery sleep resulted in an approximately 30% decrease in the number of locus ceruleus (LC) neurons (J. Zhang et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2016) . Four weeks of this paradigm resulted in a similar (30%) loss of orexinergic neurons in young adult mice and a 4 week recovery opportunity of normal sleeping conditions did not improve cell counts in either region (Zhu et al., 2016) . However, not all neuronal populations are vulnerable. A group of sleep-active neurons, melanin-concentrating hormone neurons, adjacent to orexinergic neurons are not lost in response to chronic short sleep (Zhu et al., 2016) . Using the same paradigm for a longer duration (12 weeks followed by a 6 month recovery) did not result in a further loss of LC neurons (Zhu et al., 2018) , suggesting that vulnerable neurons are only lost early on in sleep loss. Additionally this study found a similar, 30%, decrease in neurons of the basolateral amygdala. Other brain regions that succumb to cell loss after a different sleep restriction paradigm (platform technique in rats) include the nucleus of the solitary tract and the medial, lateral and sub-parabrachial nuclei each of which had approximately 10% fewer cells after chronic sleep restriction (18 h/day for 21 days, no recovery) . The same paradigm decreased medial prefrontal cortex neuronal numbers by 36% and interestingly found a 31% decrease in the number of glial cells in the same region . Neuronal subtypes susceptible to sleep loss in the cortices have not yet been identified. Collectively, this body of work strongly supports loss of select neurons in response to chronic sleep loss.
A more significant form of chronic sleep restriction (18 h/day for 21 days) in adult rats using the platform technique resulted in a 48% decrease in the CA1 pyramidal neurons and a 25% loss of dentate gyrus neurons compared to controls . Additionally, REM sleep deprivation for 2 or 4 days found significantly less viable pyramidal neurons in the CA1 of mice (Hou et al., 2019; Olonode, Aderibigbe, Adeoluwa, Eduviere, & Ben-Azu, 2019) . However a large caveat is that neither of these studies used stereology to estimate cell numbers; thus, these results should be confirmed in future studies in order to be confident that sleep loss can lead to cell loss in the hippocampus. In support of significant neural injury hippocampal dependent memory was impaired after sleep loss (Hou et al., 2019; .
Collectively, these results suggest that there is significant volumetric and neuronal loss in multiple brain regions after sleep loss and the reductions do not readily reverse with recovery sleep. Elucidation of all susceptible regions should now be pursued. Neuronal and volume loss could be occurring via a number of different mechanisms including changes in vasculature, changes in the extracellular space, increased cell death, decreased neurogenesis, changes to dendrites and/or myelination or any combination of these factors. The relationship between some of these mechanisms and sleep loss is discussed below. Using these markers, most studies report no change in the number of proliferating cells with acute sleep deprivation (24 h) (Guzman-Marin, Bashir, Suntsova, Szymusiak, & McGinty, 2007; Mirescu, Peters, Noiman, & Gould, 2006; Murata et al., 2018; van der Borght et al., 2006) .
Neurogenesis
An absence of effect on proliferation has been found using a variety of sleep disruption methods including gentle handling (total sleep deprivation) (van der Borght et al., 2006) , intermittent forced activity on a treadmill (sleep fragmentation) (Guzman-Marin et al., 2007) and the small platform method (REM sleep deprivation) (Mirescu et al., 2006; Murata et al., 2018) . Of the acute sleep deprivation studies showing changes effects have been divergent. For example, while finding no evidence for proliferation in the subgranular zone after 24 h sleep disruption, a J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f Journal Pre-proof decrease in ki-67+ cell numbers in the hilus was observed after 24 h, without a change in BrdU+ cells (Roman, Van der Borght, Leemburg, Van der Zee, & Meerlo, 2005) . The hilus is not a known location of neurogenesis, but has been suggested to be a location of gliogenesis (Steiner et al., 2004) , suggesting that sleep disruption may effect glial cell proliferation and not neuronal cell proliferation within the first 24 h. Two studies have found significantly increased numbers of BrdU+ cells after 12 h of sleep loss by gentle handling (Grassi Zucconi, Cipriani, Balgkouranidou, & Scattoni, 2006) and forced activity (Junek, Rusak, & Semba, 2010) .
Interestingly, the number of BrdU+ cells remained elevated 15 and 30 days after the one sleep loss exposure (Grassi Zucconi et al., 2006) . The only other study to investigate this sleep loss time point (van der Borght et al., 2006) used the gentle handling method but found no change in the number of proliferating cells. Differences between the studies include species used and the BrdU injection timing; mice (van der Borght et al., 2006) or rats injected only at 2 h prior to the end of sleep disruption (Junek et al., 2010) , or rats injected twice at 4 and 2 h prior to the end of sleep disruption (Grassi Zucconi et al., 2006) . Differences in species and/or study protocols may contribute to varying results.
Changes in neurogenesis after longer periods of sleep interruption (2-4 days) have been investigated in both rats and mice using a variety of paradigms including REM sleep disruption (small/multiple platforms) (Cui et al., 2019; Mirescu et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2008; Murata et al., 2018) , near total sleep loss (gentle handling or disk over water) (García-García et al., 2011; Tung, Takase, Fornal, & Jacobs, 2005) , intermittent sleep restriction (6h/day for 4 days with a enriched environment) (Hairston et al., 2005) , 2013) . The consensus is that sleep interruption for 2-4 days leads to a decrease in cell proliferation (ki-67+, BrdU+ and DCX+ cells) (Cui et al., 2019; García-García et al., 2011; Guzman-Marin et al., 2007 Guzmán-Marín et al., 2003; Hairston et al., 2005; Mirescu et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2008; Murata et al., 2018; Sahu et al., 2013; Tung et al., 2005; Wadhwa, Prabhakar, et al., 2017) . In support of a differential effect between acute and intermediate sleep loss, it has been shown that 3 h of sleep disruption results in an increase in neuroprotective factors including multiple antioxidants in the brain which is no longer apparent after 3 days of sleep loss for 8 h each day (J. Zhang et al., 2014) . However, one study found no change in the number of BrdU labeled cells in BALBc mice after 72 h of REM sleep deprivation by the multiple platforms method (Soto-Rodriguez et al., 2016) . Another study used exactly the same sleep loss procedure in a different strain of mice, C57B6, and found a decrease in the number of BrdU labeled cells (Cui et al., 2019) . It is possible that vulnerability to sleep deprivation varies with genetics of mouse strains. In support of this, chronic sleep restriction increased markers of inflammation and the permeability of the blood brain barrier in C57B6 mice and not BALBc mice when compared directly (G. Hurtado-Alvarado et al., 2018).
Studies investigating neurogenesis have also been implemented using sleep disruption paradigms longer than 4 days, 2 using a slow rotating drum for 20h/day (Novati et al., 2011; Roman et al., 2005) and 1 using forced treadmill activity every 30s (Guzman-Marin et al., 2007) .
These studies have induced sleep interruption for 1-4 weeks in duration. Guzman and colleagues (2007) investigated the effect of chronic sleep interruption (7 days) on cell proliferation by injecting BrdU 2 h prior to the end of the sleep disruption period as was done in studies using intermittent sleep loss paradigms. They found that the number of BrdU+ cells decreased compared to control animals not sleep deprived but also exposed to forced activity. Other studies J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f Journal Pre-proof investigated cell survival not proliferation by injecting BrdU 5 days prior to the onset of sleep disruption (Novati et al., 2011; Roman et al., 2005) , and found no change in the number of BrdU+ cells. Novati et al also found no change in the number of DCX+ cells. Taken together these findings suggest that cells dividing prior to sleep interruption are not affected by subsequent sleep loss, while cells proliferating during sleep disruption are susceptible.
Neuronal injury markers
The most extreme measure of neural injury is considered irreversible cell loss; however, numerous studies have used biomarkers of neuronal demise, including markers of apoptosis, mitochondrial injury, and DNA changes consistent with dying cells. It is critical to understand that many of these markers are not specific for "dying or dead" neurons; some are evident simply upon neuronal activation, in senescent cells, or even non-specific labeling.
Overall, evidence supports the conclusion that neuronal injury/cell death does not occur after sleep loss of less than 24 h in young adult rodents (Artamokhina, Belova, & Romanova, 2011; Cirelli, Shaw, Rechtschaffen, & Tononi, 1999; Naidoo, Ferber, Master, Zhu, & Pack, 2008) . One of these studies found an increase in the pro-apoptotic marker p53 in two hypothalamic nuclei, but also found an increase in the anti-apoptotic marker Bcl2 in the same nuclei and no morphological evidence of apoptosis (Artamokhina et al., 2011) .
Sleep loss (REM sleep disruption or intermittent exploratory wakefulness) occurring for 2-4 days results in some signs of neuronal injury. Caspase-3, a marker of apoptotic and necrotic cell death, was increased in the LC after 3 days of sleep loss for 8 h/day (J. Zhang et al., 2014) and in the hippocampus after 48 h of REM sleep loss using the multiple platforms method (Cao et al., 2019) . Cao (2019) also found a decreased ratio of Bcl2 (anti-apoptotic) to Bax (pro-J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f apoptotic) proteins suggesting that mitochondrial stress occurred, however another study found no change in Bcl2 in any region examined, including the hippocampus after 96 h of REM sleep deprivation (Hipolide, D'Almeida, Raymond, Tufik, & Nobrega, 2002) . Additionally, no evidence of damaged, degenerating or degenerated cells (amino-cupric-silver staining) was found after 4 days of REM sleep deprivation (Biswas, Mishra, & Mallick, 2006) . Conversely, 72 h of REM sleep deprivation increased the number of TUNEL+ cells (cells with substantial DNA fragmentation, suggestive of apoptosis) in the CA1 (Soto-Rodriguez et al., 2016) . Interestingly, this study also found that after 2 weeks of recovery mice still had increased TUNEL+ cells in the CA1 and also had increased TUNEL+ cells in the dentate gyrus and CA3, 3 weeks of recovery resulted in increased TUNEL+ cells in the CA1 and the dentate gyrus suggesting that injury may be progressive. Studies are now needed to determine ultimate cell loss by stereology in TUNEL+ brains to determine if this signal truly represents apoptosis. While the results of these studies seem contradictory an important factor to note is that the studies that did not find evidence of cell death/injury were performed in rats (Biswas et al., 2006; Hipolide et al., 2002) and the studies that did find evidence of cell death/injury after sleep loss were performed in mice (Cao et al., 2019; Soto-Rodriguez et al., 2016; J. Zhang et al., 2014) . This may be indicative of an earlier vulnerability of mice to sleep loss that is not seen in rats, the two species should be compared in the same study to investigate this.
In support of significant neural injury, chronic sleep restriction (>4 days) in mice leads to increased cleaved caspase 3, TUNEL+ cells, Bax and decreased anti-apoptotic marker Bcl2 and abnormal mitochondria in the hippocampus (Qiu et al., 2016) , specifically the dentate gyrus (Yin et al., 2017) . Some of these markers remained abnormal after 3 weeks of recovery (Yin et al., 2017) , and returned to normal levels after 3 months of recovery (Qiu et al., 2016) . The effects of chronic sleep restriction on cell death/injury in rats is less clear. Two studies report no evidence of cell death after up to 14 days of sleep disruption (Cirelli et al., 1999; Eiland et al., 2002) , one of which reported increased amino-cupric-silver staining in one hypothalamic nucleus (Eiland et al., 2002) . However, neither study examined cell counts in specific brain regions. Another study reported increased TUNEL+ cells only in aged rats, not young rats (de Souza et al., 2012) . Conversely, two studies reported evidence of cell death after 6 days of REM sleep disruption including increased caspase 3, TUNEL+ cells and pro-apoptotic markers in multiple brain regions (Biswas et al., 2006; Somarajan, Khanday, & Mallick, 2016) .
The reason for the discrepancy here is unclear, however it is noteworthy that only one of these studies reported the age of the rats. Given that older rodents may be more susceptible to sleep loss imposed cell death/injury than their young counterparts (de Souza et al., 2012; Naidoo et al., 2008) , this information could provide an important clue.
Dendrites and axons
Factors other than increased cell death and decreased neurogenesis may account for the volume loss observed after sleep loss. These include dendritic changes and decreased myelination of axons.
After short term sleep loss (<24 h) both increased and decreased dendritic spine densities have been observed in the hippocampus (Acosta-peña et al., 2015; Havekes et al., 2016; Raven, Meerlo, Van der Zee, Abel, & Havekes, 2018; Spano et al., 2019) . Spano and colleagues suggest this differential effect could be accounted for by the difference in sleep loss procedures used with most studies using gentle handling and finding decreasing hippocampal spine density (Acostapeña et al., 2015; Havekes et al., 2016; Raven et al., 2018) and their study using an enriched environment found increasing hippocampal spine density, the consequence of a method that J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f increases synaptic plasticity (Spano et al., 2019) . However, a recent study found increased spine density in the hippocampus after sleep loss by gentle handling for 5 h in adult mice (Gisabella, Scammell, Bandaru, & Saper, 2019) . It is possible that the difference is due to different methods for visualising dendritic spines. The three studies that found decreased spine density all used Golgi staining which doesn't stain all neurons and the reason a neuron might or might not stain with Golgi is unknown. The two more recent studies that found increased spine density used electron microscopy (Spano et al., 2019) and confocal microscopy with optogenetic expression of excitatory glutamatergic neurons (Gisabella et al., 2019) , both of which allow more complete and detailed examination of dendritic spines. The only study examining dendrites after chronic sleep loss found decreased spine density and decreased total dendrite length in the CA1 after 21 days of chronic REM sleep restriction (18 h a day) using the multiple platform method (Noorafshan, Karimi, Kamali, Karbalay-Doust, & Nami, 2018) . Additionally, acute (8h) total sleep loss by environmental enrichment and longer term (4.5 days) sleep restriction by environmental enrichment and forced locomotion resulted in decreased myelin thickness (Bellesi et al., 2018) . Together these studies suggest changes in spine density and myelination could impact the volume loss observed after sleep loss, however more still needs to be done particularly in chronic sleep loss.
Sleep loss and glia
The effects of sleep loss on non-neuronal cell types may influence the observed volume loss as well as being a potential mechanism for neuronal loss given that glial cells provide vital metabolic support to neurons.
The key astrocyte marker GFAP increased after 12 h of sleep deprivation by gentle handling in the hippocampus (Mishra et al., 2016) and piriform cortex (Kaur et al., 2017) , J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f interestingly both of these studies were conducted in aged female animals whereas all other studies were conducted in males. Longer sleep deprivation protocols have found both increased GFAP (Hou et al., 2019; Gabriela Hurtado-Alvarado, Domínguez-Salazar, Velázquez-Moctezuma, & Gómez-González, 2016; Manchanda, Singh, Kaur, & Kaur, 2018; Wadhwa, Prabhakar, et al., 2017) and unchanged GFAP Yin et al., 2017) in the hippocampus, piriform cortex, cortex and basal nuclei. Morphological changes indicative of reactive astrocytosis have also been reported Wadhwa, Prabhakar, et al., 2017) . Astrocytes have a variety of functions within the brain and the heterogeneity in astrocyte responses may reflect this. It would be useful to examine a wider variety of astrocyte markers concurrently after sleep loss to determine which functional changes are occurring. For example Bellesi and colleagues found increased astrocytic phagocytosis of synapses after acute (8 h) and longer term (4.5 days) sleep loss which may be a neuroprotective mechanism to allow adequate synaptic functioning during extended wakefulness (Bellesi et al., 2017) .
Microglia are immune cells that produce inflammatory responses to injury in the brain, several studies have investigated the inflammatory response after sleep disruption. While some microglial markers such as OX18 and OX42 increase after less than 24 h of sleep loss, many inflammatory markers remain unchanged (Kaur et al., 2017; Mishra et al., 2016) . Further, microglial morphology remains unchanged in this acute stage of sleep loss (Bellesi et al., 2017) .
After 24-96 h of sleep loss pro-inflammatory markers typically increase (Hou et al., 2019; Wadhwa, Prabhakar, et al., 2017) and anti-inflammatory markers decrease in the hippocampus Wadhwa, Prabhakar, et al., 2017) .
More than 4 days of sleep loss consistently results in increased pro-inflammatory markers (G. (Bellesi et al., 2017) . Taken together this suggests a cumulative inflammatory response with increasing sleep loss duration.
Sleep loss and protein aggregation
Neurodegeneration, as stated previously is defined as a progressive loss of functional neurons with neurobehavioral impairment. Specific neurodegenerative diseases are defined by stereotypical progression of regional neural injury associated with characteristic aberrant protein aggregation. The relationship between sleep abnormalities and increasing risk for developing different neurodegenerative diseases has been discussed previously and is discussed elsewhere in this special edition. Here, relevant animal models investigating the effect of chronic sleep loss on the processing of proteins associated with specific neurodegenerative mechanisms will be discussed in detail.
Sleep loss and amyloid processing
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common neurodegenerative disorder. While AD is a tauopathy, it is the presence of amyloid plaque that helps distinguish AD from other tauopathies. The amyloid hypothesis proposes that amyloid  (A) deposition underlies clinical and pathologic findings in familial AD (J. A. Hardy & Higgins, 1992; J. Hardy & Selkoe, 2002) . A is produced by way of proteolytic processing of amyloid precursor protein (APP) typically on J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f neuronal membranes, where most A produced is secreted extracellularly. Most A secreted is A40, but under various genetic and metabolic conditions, a greater relative amount of A42 may be produced. A42 has increased proclivity to nucleate and drive fibril formation. Interestingly, upregulation of neuronal activity increases the production of A42 more so than A40 (Kamenetz et al., 2003) , and in contrast silencing neuronal activity in vitro results in an abrupt reduction in A levels. There is some controversy whether the observed increase in A upon neuronal activation occurs in response to increased A production or decreased A clearance, or both.
Work from the Holtzman lab suggests that A production increases with neuronal activation while clearance is unchanged (Cirrito et al., 2005) . In contrast, the Nedergaard lab has shown that A movement across the interstitial space is more rapid when neuronal activity is suppressed (Xie et al., 2013) . Importantly these two labs have also shown that sleep/wake can acutely influence A production and clearance. Specifically, using cortical reverse microdialysis, levels of A in the interstitial fluid vary across the sleep/wake cycle, increasing in wakefulness and sleep deprivation compared to sleep (J.-E. Kang et al., 2009) , and with waking compared to anesthesia, A clearance is slowed across the interstitial space (Xie et al., 2013) .
Several studies have examined the effects of chronic sleep loss on cognitive function and/or amyloid pathology in murine models of AD. Using a triple transgenic model with mutations in APP, presenilin and tau, 6 h/day for 6 weeks using small platforms resulted in impaired contextual and cued memory, yet no change in soluble amyloid oligomers, and amyloid pathology was not examined (Rothman, Herdener, Frankola, Mughal, & Mattson, 2013) . Importantly, corticosterone levels were elevated at least initially with this sleep deprivation paradigm, and, thus, stress may have contributed to the observed cognitive impairments. More J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f recently a double transgenic (APP and presenilin mutation) mouse was examined for effects of small platform sleep deprivation for 20 h/day for 2 months (Qiu et al., 2016) . Mice showed impaired spatial memory and impaired reversal of memory, and effects were still evident 3 months after exposure to sleep deprivation. Additionally both amyloid plaques and insoluble A42 were elevated in response to sleep loss and remained elevated suggesting irreversible effects. A second study in the same double transgenic mouse model found that sleep fragmentation also increases amyloid plaque burden, and that the plaque burden can be predicted by the severity of sleep fragmentation (Minakawa et al., 2017) . Using a model of very severe sleep deprivation in wild type mice (a rotating drum to deprive mice of sleep 20 out of 24 h/day for 2 months), Zhao et al., demonstrated increased A in the cortex in wild type mice along with impaired spatial memory performance (Zhao et al., 2017) . The rotating drum paradigm is confounded by single housing and potential head trauma, as the animal is tossed around within the drum when it falls asleep. Whether chronic sleep loss in the absence of these stressors and potential physical trauma can induce AD-like pathology and/or memory impairments remains to be determined.
Administration of orexin increases wakefulness. Thus, not surprisingly, levels of A can be increased by administering orexin and decreased by administering an orexin antagonist (J.-E. Kang et al., 2009) ; although whether the orexin effects were specific to orexin or secondary to sleep/wake effects has not been discerned. A specific role for orexin in amyloid and AD has been queried. Individuals with narcolepsy lack orexin from early on in life and appear to be as likely to be diagnosed with AD (Scammell, Matheson, Honda, Thannickal, & Siegel, 2012) , however this study had a very small sample size (n=12). A recent PET study found significantly lower amyloid burden in patients with N1 type narcolepsy compared to controls (Gabelle et al., 2019) J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f supporting a role of orexin in amyloid pathology. Further, orexin knockout in mice (Roh et al., 2014) or orexin antagonist therapy administered long-term to mice (J.-E. Kang et al., 2009 ) with a genetic predisposition to AD-like pathology markedly reduced the pathology, supporting the concept that increasing sleep and/or reducing orexin may be an effective intervention in slowing the development of AD-like pathology. Importantly, additional measures of enhancing sleep can slow the progression of AD pathology in an AD mouse model. Specifically, by optogeneticallyenhancing slow wave activity in sleep in the double transgenic (APP and presenilin mutation) mice, slows the progression of amyloid plaque in the area with enhanced local sleep (Kastanenka et al., 2017) .
Amyloid deposition may also impact sleep resulting in a feedforward cycle of sleep loss amyloid injury. Specifically, mice with transgenic overexpression of various familial AD mutations in APP have disturbances in sleep (Huitrón-Reséndiz et al., 2002; Roh et al., 2012; Schneider, Baldauf, Wetzel, & Reymann, 2014; B. Zhang et al., 2005) . Sleep disturbances in mouse models of AD are consistent with sleep disturbances reported in human AD, even in cognitively normal individuals with amyloid identified by imaging (Y.-E. S. Ju et al., 2013) .
Based on these findings and many supporting findings, a bi-directional relationship between sleep disturbance and amyloid has been proposed and recently reviewed (Y. E. S. Ju, Lucey, & Holtzman, 2014; .
Sleep loss effects on tau and tauopathy
Tau is a neuronal cytoskeletal protein that when post-translationally modified at specific sites can aggregate into fibrils and neurofibrillary tangles that are characteristic of tauopathies including AD. Tau may also be cleaved resulting in direct neural injury. A characteristic feature of each specific tauopathy is a predictable spatiotemporal pattern of tau progression through J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f specific brain regions of connectivity. This robust trait across tauopathies prompted exploration and ultimately confirmation of tau transmission from neuron to neuron at least in part by transsynaptic spread (de Calignon et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012) . Sleep loss may influence tau modifications and propagation. Using a method of small platform sleep restriction (6 h/day for 6 weeks) mice with APP, presenilin and tau mutations were found to have increased phosphorylated tau in the cortex (Rothman et al., 2013) . Because of the additional APP and presenilin mutations, it is unclear whether the effects of sleep loss on tau are primary or downstream of amyloid effects. Recently, chronic short sleep (via active exploration in a novel environment) was found to hasten the progression of tauopathy in a murine model, the P301S mouse (Zhu et al., 2018) . Specifically, this paradigm of chronic short sleep (8 h/day, 3 days/week for 4 weeks) resulted in impairments in motor performance and novel object memory, while increasing phosphorylated and misfolded tau throughout brain regions susceptible to tauopathy, including the LC, entorhinal cortex and hippocampus and importantly hastens loss of susceptible neurons in the LC and in the amygdala (Zhu et al., 2018) . Sleep fragmentation, in the absence of an enriched environment, also increased tauopathy in the same model (Zhu et al., 2018) . Because sleep loss affected all of the examined behavioral, biochemical and pathologic features of tauopathy and because the effects were sustained (6 month recovery time), it is expected that sleep loss impacts a fundamental initiating and/or propagating feature of tauopathy. There is some evidence that chronic sleep loss can hasten tau propagation. Pathogenic tau fibrils injected into the hippocampus unilaterally in tauopathy mice will result in tau propagation. In mice chronically sleep-deprived after injection of tau fibrils into the hippocampus unilaterally, phosphorylated and misfolded tau accumulates to a greater extent in LC neurons ipsilateral to the tau injection (Holth et al., 2019) . It is possible, however, that the increase in ipsilateral tau J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f accumulation is an additive effect of injury from the injection to LC projections within the hippocampus in addition to chronic sleep loss. One of the most intriguing features of this LC response is that only a few LC neurons are densely packed with modified tau while adjacent neurons which presumably project to the same region appear unaffected.
The awake brain is highly responsive to stimuli and shows increased overall metabolic activity and neuronal activity relative to other behavioral states, including both non-REM sleep and REM sleep. Thus, prolonged awakening provokes sustained activation in many groups of neurons and could influence tau in wake-activated neurons. Importantly, tau may be released from neurons, largely into the extracellular space, in a physiological manner (independent of injury) in response to neuronal activation (Pooler, Noble, & Hanger, 2014) . Intriguingly, the tau response to neuronal activation within the interstitial space shows a continued rise for several hours after stimulus and an even slower clearance rate from the interstitial space (Yamada et al., 2014) . Here, too, the increase in interstitial tau in response to neuronal activation occurs independent of neuronal injury (Yamada et al., 2014) . Chronic neuronal stimulation (using chemogenetic activation for 6 weeks) is sufficient to accelerate tau pathology in the entorhinal cortex and enhance tau propagation to connected regions (Wu et al., 2016) . How specifically neuronal activation promotes the release of tau remains unclear. Tau has not been identified in the synaptic vesicle proteome to support vesicular transfer (Takamori et al., 2006 ), yet has been identified in exosomes and tau can transfer synaptically by exosomes (Y. Wang et al., 2017) .
Moreover, exosome-derived tau is neurotoxic (Winston et al., 2019) , while inhibiting exosome synthesis can slow tau propagation (Asai et al., 2015) . Thus, neuronal activation could increase exosomal transfer of tau across the interstitial space to adjacent neurons. Recently, acute sleep deprivation was shown to increase tau levels in the interstitial space, and as with the tau response J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f to increasing neuronal activity, the increase in tau occurs gradually over several hours and is sustained after sleep loss across the next day (Holth et al., 2019) . Interestingly, chemogenetic stimulation of a brain region that results in increased wakefulness (the supramammillary nucleus) causes an abrupt increase in lactate in the interstitial space supporting acute neuronal activation, yet tau rises only slowly across 10 h after chemogenetic stimulation suggesting that the increase in tau may not necessarily be a consequence of neuronal activation, as much as it is a consequence of metabolic stress related to neuronal activation.
Overall, the above studies demonstrate that neuronal activation and sleep loss at least in part via neuronal activation can increase extracellular tau, and can propagate tau and importantly can hasten the temporal progression of tauopathy.
Sleep loss effects on -synuclein
It is important to recognize that sleep loss influences proteins beyond those found in aggregated form in AD, and also increases -synuclein which aggregates in the brains of people with Parkinson's disease. Intriguingly this observation was made by Holth et al, using the same samples used to show wake-induced increases in tau (Holth et al., 2019) . The timing of the increase in -synuclein as well as the normalization after recovery sleep temporally coincide with the tau responses and are of the same magnitude. Common features of these two proteins are that they are intrinsically-disordered proteins, meaning the proteins may readily change shape with various post-translational modifications or interactions; they also have prion properties and they can seed normal tau or -synuclein protein and propagate it. The importance of sleep loss increasing release of both of these proteins is that exposure of one to the other increases oligomerization of one, which may facilitate seeding and propagation. While it is known that J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f sleep loss increases tauopathy and tau propagation, it is less clear at present whether sleep loss influences the temporal progression of Parkinson's or Parkinson's with dementia.
Initial clues about mechanisms of differential susceptibility
While it is evident that chronic sleep loss and/or sleep disruption can impart meaningful neural injury (summarized in Figure 2) , the above review of injury patterns and other responses to sleep disruption highlights the complexity of factors underlying specific responses, including the type, duration and circadian timing of sleep disruption; age at the time of sleep disruption; and genetics (strain and/or species) of animals tested. This complexity (differential susceptibility) to neural injury should now be taken advantage of to better understand molecular mechanism underlying sleep loss neural injury. Sleep homeostatic mechanism may provide one defence system against over activation of specific wake-activated neural circuits. Recently, galanin was identified as a critical sleep homeostatic neuropeptide, necessary for effective recovery sleep (Reichert, Pavón Arocas, & Rihel, 2019) . It will now be important to determine whether differences in galanin across rats and mice and various strains of mice more susceptible to sleep loss have poorer recovery sleep and reduced galaninergic responses to sleep loss. Sleep homeostasis may also involve changes in connectivity and excitability of wake-activated neurons. Specifically, sleep deprivation results in pre-synaptic inhibition of excitatory inputs to orexinergic (wake-activated) neurons (Briggs, Bowes, Semba, & Hirasawa, 2019; Briggs, Hirasawa, & Semba, 2018) , while inhibitory GABAergic neurons in wake-activating regions have increased activity and augmented receptor density (del Cid-Pellitero, Plavski, Mainville, & Jones, 2017; Toossi, del Cid-Pellitero, & Jones, 2017) . Interestingly, while slow wave activity dissipates over a 6-12 hour period, suppressed activity of neurons in some brain regions, including the hypothalamus, can occur for at least 48 hours (Fifel, Meijer, & Deboer, 2018) .
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Whether this delay is secondary to increased galaninergic tone or an underlying inflammatory or metabolic response to sleep disruption has not been determined.
Several studies support the concept that metabolic and inflammatory changes also contribute to neural injury. Curcumin, an anti-oxidant derived from turmeric, can prevent platform sleep deprivation neuron loss in the cortices in rats when administered across the sleep deprivation period . However, the investigators have not used stereological methods to assess cell loss, demonstrated that sleep deprivation increases oxidative stress or that curcumin lowered oxidative stress in animals protected from sleep loss neural injury. LC neurons do show increased oxidative stress in response to chronic sleep loss; thus whether curcumin or other anti-oxidant approaches could rescue these neurons would be of significant interest. Melatonin administration across platform sleep deprivation appears to reduce oxidative stress in the cortex, as evidenced by reducing oxidants: nitric oxide, malodialdehyde, and increasing superoxide dismutase activity (L. Zhang et al., 2013) . Administration of melatonin across platform sleep deprivation in rats has been shown to reduce caspase-3 activation in LC neurons and to prevent neuron loss (Jameie et al., 2019) . The LC is the sole source of noradrenaline to the cortices, and noradrenaline itself may serve anti-oxidant functions in the cortices (Singh, Das, Kaur, & Mallick, 2019) ; thus, protecting the LC across sleep deprivation may help to minimize injuries in other susceptible brain regions.
It is interesting then that LC neurons projecting to select brain regions (e.g., prefrontal cortex) can show fatigue (reduced noradrenergic delivery upon extended sleep loss) (Bellesi, Tononi, Cirelli, & Serra, 2016) . There is some evidence in the fly that A that is increased in chronic sleep loss can counter homeostatic mechanisms and actually increase neuronal excitability (Tabuchi et al., 2015) . Thus, conditions with increased A production, including advanced age J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f and oxidative stress may impair homeostasis and actually increase activity of neurons already under duress. Sleep loss induces inflammatory responses in the brain, but whether the inflammatory responses are detrimental or protective is unclear. Specifically, cytokine interleukin-1 is critical for sleep homeostasis (Davis et al., 2015) , while complement activation in sleep loss suppresses neurogenesis and contributes to sleep loss memory impairments (Wadhwa et al., 2019) .
Conclusions and Future Directions
Three decades ago, chronic sleep loss was shown to have potent effects on peripheral physiology yet have little impact on brain health. We now understand that sleep loss early in life can have lasting profound effects in animal models. Specifically, cell and volume loss occurs in some brain regions after sleep loss but not all regions are susceptible and further investigation is needed to give a more complete picture of regional vulnerability to sleep loss. Neurogenesis decreases with sleep loss of more than 24 h. Neuronal injury mechanisms are activated after sleep loss in mice more so than rats and with increasing duration of sleep loss exposure. The neuroinflammatory response seems cumulative based on duration of sleep loss also. There are indications of dendritic spine and myelin changes after acute sleep loss. It is possible that any number of these factors could be contributing to the volume/cell loss observed after sleep disruption.
Overall, animal models suggest that chronic more so than acute sleep loss can negatively impact the brain including many factors that contribute to neurodegeneration/neurodegenerative diseases ( Figure 2) . Given that the acute sleep loss response is seen mostly in glial cells that are known to have adaptive functions these processes could be neuroprotective (Figure 1) . It would seem that J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f the response to sleep loss of more than 24 h in rodents is neurotoxic given that after this time cell loss, reduced neurogenesis, signs of neural injury and protein aggregation begin to appear.
Many studies investigating sleep loss neural injury have not examined long-term, or residual effects. Of those that do simultaneously investigate injury immediately after sleep loss and after a recovery period suggest that the injury remains the same or deteriorates further with recovery sleep. The other unknown factor is whether longer recovery sleep periods or some kind of intervention could prevent this injury. Additionally, sex differences after sleep loss remain largely unknown with most studies being conducted only in male animals and only one (Zhu et al., 2018) to our knowledge directly comparing males and females. These are areas for future investigation.
Because of species differences in sleep patterns in humans, relative to rodents, and given speciesvariance in lifespan durations, it is quite difficult to relate durations of sleep loss in rodent models with duration equivalents in humans. We do know, however, that humans are not immune to residual neurobehavioral impairments days after chronic short sleep exposures to shift work-like sleep patterns (Belenky et al., 2003; Lamond et al., 2007; St Hilaire et al., 2017; Van Dongen, Maislin, Mullington, & Dinges, 2003) . We still do not know whether sleep loss in humans can result in neurodegeneration, but given the wealth of detrimental findings shown in diverse animal models, we can anticipate that humans are also susceptible to chronic sleep loss.
A next direction should include development of biomarkers of sleep loss-induced neural injury, verified in animal models with differential responses to injury and then assessed in humans to provide windows into sleep loss neural injury. These markers might include newer brain imaging techniques that may be performed in both animal models and humans and various plasma and J o u r n a l P r e -p r o o f cerebrospinal fluid markers. In the interim, animal models of sleep loss neural injury will be invaluable in elucidation of molecular mechanisms of sleep loss brain injury. 
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